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This $100 Million Private Island For Sale In The
Bahamas Is Sure To Lure Billionaires
Private islands have long drew in the ultra-rich, specifically in the Bahamas. And among the current
personal islands sure to turn the heads of billionaires is Little Pipe Cay in The Exumas, Bahamas. Noted
in 2018 for $85 million, the 40- acre personal island is back on the market for $100 million.
Private island Little Pipe Cay in the Bahamas is noted for $100 million.
Lifestyle Production Group

Listing representatives Fredrik Eklund and John Gomes of Eklund|Gomes at Douglas Elliman are
marketing the residential or commercial property together with Edward de Mallet Morgan of Knight Frank.
Eklund states that the boost in rate by $15 million is because of increasing need in close-by U.S. markets,
in addition to the impact of cryptocurrency.
” This rate shows the amazing rise we are seeing in high-end house worths particularly in locations close
by the Bahamas like Miami and Palm Beach,” Eklund informs Forbes “I have actually never ever seen a
more effective realty market and the Bahamas, being a popular tax sanctuary for crypto, warranted this
rate that far more.”
The island has 22 structures, consisting of 5 homes.
Lifestyle Production Group

The pandemic has actually reinforced questions of personal islands, in part since, as the pandemic still
raves on, rich tourists wish to have their own remote paradise that is ensured safe on their own and their
households.
Each home has breezy terraces that ignore the blue-green water.
Lifestyle Production Group

Little Pipe Cay was very first established by the late entrepreneur Michael Dingman as a location to
reconnect with friends and family. Today, the island has 22 structures consisting of 6 elegant structures,
consisting of the Manor House (the Owner’s Residence); 4 visitor homes; and a Refectory with club, home
entertainment, dining, health club, health club and full-service cooking area. All houses are created in
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Bahamian Colonial design and feature all furnishings and art.
Amenities consist of a big outside swimming pool, helicopter pad, personal beaches and more.
Lifestyle Production Group

The Manor House even has an island interaction center and cyclone bunker below it. There are likewise
personnel quarters, warehouses, a boat barn and a fertilizer shed. The previous owners invested a lot into
the island’s facilities and developed a water purification plant, freshwater storage, an underground power
grid and a power station. There’s whatever you want and needs.
The island features totally provided homes, in addition to boats and water toys.
Lifestyle Production Group

Despite its remote nature, there is absolutely nothing rustic about the houses. Each is equipped with
modern-day features and stylish, upgraded design including vibrant prints. The interiors cover an overall
of 20,059 square feet and all spaces include ultra-luxe home furnishings, high ceilings with crown
moldings, terraces and personal restrooms connected to each restroom. Like a store hotel, no information
is left unblemished. Your homes and homes have A/C, adequate seating locations and some even consist
of fireplaces and butler serving locations.
The structures include Bahamian Colonial-style architecture and upgraded home furnishings
and design.
Lifestyle Production Group

Little Pipe Cay has a helicopter pad, an extensive swimming pool, pier, personal beaches and
undeveloped locations with native trees. Surrounded by turquoise-blue water and unlimited views of the
ocean, it’s really a dream.
The island was purchased and established by the late Michael Dingman.
Lifestyle Production Group

The Bahamas is a favored tax sanctuary for United States homeowners thanks to its distance to the
States, and now it’s the brand-new cryptocurrency tax shelter after China prohibited cryptocurrency deals.
In 2020, it ended up being the very first country to release its main currency in digital type (called the Sand
Dollar). It’s still being gone over regarding when or if they will accept cryptocurrency as a type of payment
for the island.
” It was the very first concern I asked when we got the call to note the island,” Gomes informs Forbes
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“While we are not set approximately do that yet, I have currently put the wheels in movement to do simply
that as I think there is an excellent opportunity we’ll be getting the very same concern from potential
buyers.”
Private beaches are plentiful on the 40- acre personal island.
Lifestyle Production Group

Gomes states that he’s sure that cryptocurrency deals will not be away with their residential or commercial
properties both in Bahamas and stateside also.
According to WSJ, the island costs $1.5 million each year to run and the household just recently enabled
short-term special usage leasings for $75,000 per night.
.
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